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RECAP PHASE 1

I have separated Indian streets in 3 categories. In the first category, the most frequent, streets 
are dedicated and designed only for vehicles and pedestrian are excluded and not invited to 
stay. In the second type of street, pedestrian are more in security but sidewalks are deteriorated 
and sometimes impracticable. When streets are not open to vehicles we can see that pedestrian 
are using it and stay longer. Finally, it’s a question of good conditions & invitations.

Public spaces are all areas around and between private spaces. They are open 
and accessible to everyone and can be free or chargeable. It is can be a market, 
a park, a street, a road, a plaza, a river bank…

“And what we are our needs for happiness? We need to walk, just as birds 
need to fly. We need to be around other people. We need beauty. We need 
contact with nature. And most of all, we need not to be excluded. We need 
to feel some sort of equality.”
- Enrique Peñalosa, ex-mayor of Bogotá

WHAT IS A PUBLIC SPACE?1

WHAT IS A GOOD PUBLIC SPACE?

A SOURCE OF WELL-BEING AND HAPPINESS

DELHI’S PUBLIC SPACES: STREETS

DELHI’S PUBLIC SPACES: ADVANTAGES AND ISSUES

AXIS

COMMUNITY TAKING CONTROL
Act on civic sense & Sense of ownership 
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PUBLIC SPACES

MALL

Users
are diverse because 

they are every Delhi’s 
inhabitant and tourists or 
businessman who came 

into the city.

Ownership
We can say that public spaces 
are the property of their users, 
they paid for it with taxes. They 
are managed cooperatively and 

controlled as a commons.

Secure
& safe

Sensation of 
freedom

EnjoyableEquityAdapted
infrastructure

GreeneryComfort Weather

Simple daily pleasures 
Because we spend a large part of our life in public 

spaces, the shape of a city defines our way of living. 
Change the design of cities can change the experience 
of living for its inhabitants and definitively bring well-

being, security, simply pleasures and health. To provide 
simple and humble daily pleasures can guide and help 
inhabitants to a good life. Good designing cities and 
public spaces have the power to offer happier lives.

Urban stressor 
Urban stress is generated by a noisy environment, by a 
surge of crimes, development of slums and the crowd 
in public spaces. A high daily level of stress can cause 

psychiatric disorder like schizophrenia, depression, bipolar 
disorder... To be exposed to urban stress during our 

childhood or adolescence affect our brain’s development 
and increase susceptibility to psychiatric disease.

Cities have the power of bringing happiness when they are 
well designing but also to bring misery and sickness when 

they are badly designed.

Pedestrians
Cities urge dwellers into using their cars and 
cars create barriers between people. Where 

there is lots of pedestrian, there is lots of 
interaction. A study highlight that people who 
live in quarter where housing are mixed with 

shops, schools, services and places to work will 
walk more and have more connections with 

their neighbours.

Social connections
We know that social connections are essential to any of 
us, unfortunately in some big cities we notice a decline 
of relationships and it might be another consequence 
of big cities. This decrease can be explained by our 
hypermobility (cars = barriers) and by the sprawl of 
cities. This means that distances are longer and to 

commute takes more time. The consequence is a lack 
of time for leisures and social life.

Sensation of freedom
The creation of this sensation is based on the work of 

pedestrian experience in the city; offer a large vision to users 
(opening public spaces); provide a contact with nature and the 

creation of infrastructure adapted to the users. 

In opposition to a city structured with too much physical 
partitions, where the utilisation of infrastructures is too complex 

and the confrontation with the crowd is daily. In these cases, 
users can experiment suffocation, claustrophobia and can 

suffer of urban stress.

Security and safety
If the urban environment does not encourage 

inhabitants to go outside because they are 
scared for their safety: we will see a decrease 

of outdoor activities, social interaction and 
relationships. Inhabitants will suffered of 

social isolation. Social connections are crucial 
for human because relationships are the 

foundation of happiness.

Activities
can be divided in three 

categories: necessary activities, 
optional activities and social 
activities. The more public 

spaces are successful, the more 
social activities happen.

Space dedicated & 
designed for vehicules 

vehicles

Space dedicated & 
designed for vehicules 

vehicles

Space dedicated & 
designed for vehicules 

vehicles

Space dedicated & 
designed for vehicules 

pedestrians

Space dedicated & 
designed for vehicules 

pedestrians

Space dedicated & 
designed for vehicules 

pedestrians

ACCESSIBILITY
To activities, events, festivals, 
historical places, monuments 

with a good transport network

NOISE POLLUTION
Provoke urban & social stress 
(64,2% are stressed because 

of the noise)

CULTURE
Mixture of culture, 
languages, people, 

religions...

VISUAL POLLUTION
garbages and deterioration 

in public spaces

FESTIVALS
Celebrations in streets 

and neighbourhood

CLEANLINESS & 
DETERIORATION

Due to a lack of civic sense 
& sense of ownership

WEATHER
Climatic conditions do 
not encourage people 
to spend time outside

SAFETY & SECURITY
Lack of secure pedestrian 

passage / 95% of women and 
girls may not feel safe from 

sexual violence in public

AIR POLLUTION
Delhi’s air is the most 
toxic in the world and 
provoke health issues

TECHNOLOGIES
Today in few second we can 
order for food, clothes, and 

services from our sofa
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INHABITANTS TAKING CONTROL

Delhi’s inhabitants don’t feel a sense of belonging to public spaces and see 
them as a symbol of the government. Citizens have no trust in the actual 
government which is suspected of corruption, embezzlement of money and 
strengthen disparities in the country. There is no cooperation amongst them.

Because of the anger against the government, Delhi’s inhabitants are not 
taking care public spaces. They reckon that it’s the role of government to 
provide clean infrastructures and great public spaces because they pay for 
it through taxes.

Delhi’s public spaces are often deteriorated, unsafe, uncomfortable and not 
adequate for users.

“Cities have the capability of providing something for everybody, 
only because, and only when, they are created by everybody.”
- Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities

+ An online participation platform which offer tools to manage automatically 
and cheaply information from a maximum of people.

+ A centre to organize debates and meetings to reach inhabitants who are not 
friendly with digital tools.

My intent is to propose a solution to revive the cooperation and the trust between 
Delhi’s inhabitants and the government, municipalities. To that, I decide to 
make a link between municipalities, inhabitants and public spaces through civic 
participation. “Draw Delhi“ is an online participation platform and an information 
centre to involve the inhabitants in the design process of Delhi’s public spaces.

“Draw Delhi“ value inhabitants’ opinion and enables the creation of an enjoyable 
city which is meeting users’ expectations.Public spaces

are seen as symbol 
of government

WICH ISSUES I WANT TO SOLVE WITH “DRAW DELHI“

HOW IS IT WORKING?

INVOLVE INHABITANTS IN THE DESIGN PROCESS 
OF PUBLIC SPACES

FUNCTIONALITIES

SYSTEM

CONCLUSION

+-

INTENT

Inhabitants
of Delhi do not trust 

the governement

Online platform

Center Inhabitants

Government
of Delhi do not cooperate 
with citizens to improve 

public spaces

Public spaces
of Delhi are deteriorated 

by users

DEFINE THE 
PROBLEM

COLLECT AND 
STUDY IDEAS

DEVELOP A 
PROJECT

MAKE A MODEL TEST IT

Inhabitants’ 
participation

Design process
BRAINSTORM

(solutions)

Users can select a 
location and signal 
an issue, a need.

The organisation 
can collect this 
information and 
know in which area 
they have to work 
in priority and 
which elements are 
deteriorated and are 
needed. Information 
can be gathered 
and sent to Delhi’s 
municipality.

Delhi’s inhabitants 
can propose ideas on 
the online platform 
with a picture, a 3D 
or sketch.

Ideas are controlled 
by the maintenance 
staff to avoid 
fake solutions or 
inappropriate 
content.

In the centre, 
debates are 
organized to find 
solutions in groups.

Everybody is invited 
to give a mark for 
each idea.

The best are 
analysed and 
developed.

Inhabitants are 
informed on the 
website and the 
centre.

Urban planners 
and designers are 
working on a project.

A video to present 
the future project 
is available on 
the website and 
inhabitants are free 
to leave a feedback.

The project is also 
introduced at the 
centre to reach 
a maximum of 
inhabitants.

Government
Municipality

Public spaces

Urban planner
Industrialists & suppliers

Civil servants

Sponsors

Media

Organsation
Staff

Investment

Reports
Informations

Feedback
Information
Idea

Participation
Respect

Design
Maintenance

Investment

Investment

Visibility

Power
Information

Comfort
Good quality of life
Security
Interactions

Maintenance

Information

Investment

Participation
Information
Idea
Feedback

Reports
Information
Visibilty

Information

Power
Information

+ Signal an issue, a need
+ Highlight great public spaces

+ Look at events next to my home
+ Propose an event in a public space

+ Propose an idea for the city
+ Give a mark on 10 to the ideas proposed on the platform
+ Watch a video of presentation to introduce a futur public space
      > Give feedbacks

+ Get information about projects in progress in Delhi

MAP

EVENTS

CREATION

No Seat No space for 
children

Great 
greenspace

+ Find prospectus to present “Draw Delhi“ 
and the website
+ Look at a planning to know when is the 
future debate and which topic will be 
discussed

+ Participate to debates on several topic 
related to public spaces and the city
+ Go to conventions to listen experts’ 
speechs
+ Use the center as meeting point with 
friends to discus

GET INFORMATION

DEBATES

DRAW DELHI
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Contraints
The success of this project would depend on the participation 
of inhabitants and Delhi’s municipality.
There is also a strong dependence to an association or a NGO 
to finance the project.

Benefits
“Draw Delhi” would benefit both the government, municipality and the inhabitants. 
Delhi’s dwellers will enjoy new public spaces more adapted to each user thanks to 
their cooperation. The project encourages a sense of belonging to Delhi’s public 
spaces and limits its deterioration.
Citizens’ opinion would be valued and it can improve the relation between the 
government and its citizens.
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CONSTRUCTION GAMES

Scientists proved that urban stress in childhood or adolescence can have a 
bad impact on the development of the brain and increase the vulnerability 
to psychiatric disease. Urban stress is generated by a noisy environment, 
by a surge of crimes, development of slums and the crowd in public spaces. 
Delhi is the perfect example of an urban stressful environment. It is our role 
as designer to find solutions to protect children from a harmful environment.

Live its childhood in Delhi can be frustrating because the environment does 
not encourage children to discover the nature, run in the grass and to “let off 
steam” after a long day at school. Indian schools and cities do not provide the 
occasion for kids to live fully their childhood in experiment the outdoor games. 
Delhi’s children are contained by a lack of playground, outdoor activities, 
unsafe environment, overworked parents and small apartments.

“Outdoor play is one of the things that characterize childhood. And as Lord 
Nuffield once said the best preparation for adulthood is to have a full and 

enjoyable childhood.”

- From Johnson, Christie & Wardle; Play, Development and Early Education

Playing is crucial for an enjoyable childhood and also for the brain development, 
motor-skills and social capacity. Childhood is all about jumping, running, swinging 
and playing. All these activities will help kids to understand the limit of their body 
through experimentation, to develop their tactile panels through manipulation 
and to cultivate coordination and motor-skills.

Turn the tube to 
change the color 
of the wall

+ Walls can be rolled easily on their 
casters

+ A space which can be used by 
parents and children to take a rest or 
to play together

+ To play like in a life-size playhouse

+ Playground design on the 
concept of Lego

+ To play in a giant 
construction game

+ Children can touch, play, 
jump, climb, run, create...

WICH ISSUES I WANT TO SOLVE WITH THIS CONCEPT

WHY A PLAYGROUND?

MODULAR PLAYGROUND

2

1

Delhi’s inhabitants are growing up without a sense of belonging to public 
spaces. My intent with this playground is to act early and teaching them that 
they can play with their environment and own it. The objective is to act on the 
behaviours of inhabitants by targeting children.

This playground will be design as a construction game and would improve 
their visual spatial skills which are essential to learn how to interact with one’s 
environment. Construction games are encouraging the building social skills 
and trust in others especially because it is a collaborative task. Children learn 
how to play with others.

A modular playground will also provide a structure to dramatic play. The 
structure can be adapted, reconfigured and expand their imagination.

The Story Pod - Atelier 
Kastelic Buffey

King’s Cross Station, 
London

Daniel buren - Childs play

Interactive wall Festival 
des jardins 2007

mvrdv - vertical village 
taipei

WHY A MODULAR PLAYGROUND?

INSPIRATIONS

SKETCHES

EXAMPLE 1

EXAMPLE 2 EXAMPLE 3

1

2 3

3

Modular 
playground

Help children’s 
development

Sense of 
belonging

Live fully an 
enjoyable 
childhood

Discover the 
world

Imagination

Social skills4

5

SYSTEM

CONCLUSION

+-
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7

Contraints
Build a modular space can be complex and require a significant 
budget.

Benefits
The modular space would benefit to children and their development in various in 
several manners. It would allow children to be children in a city which alter their 
mental health.

Modular playground

Resources
Material resources
+ Equipment
+ Space
+ Public lights

Human resources
+ Industrialists & suppliers
+ Urban planners & designers
+ Recreation experts
+ Civil servants

FUNDING SUPPORT
+ Associations and organisations*
+ Municipality
+ Sponsors

PARTICIPANTS
+ Children
+ Parents / adults

SCHOOLS

MEDIA
Visibility

Investments

Participation

Children 
more focused 
and blooming

Design, maintenance

Comfort
Good quality of life
Security
Interactions
Enjoyable moments

* Organisations which can help in the elaboration of public space for children:

+ UNhabitat
+ Smile Foundation
+ Who We are
+ Child Right Information Network

Spin the screen and 
create your own 

organisation to play
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Common spaces in a neighbourhood

WICH ISSUES I WANT TO SOLVE WITH “COOK’OUTDOOR“

COOK’OUTDOOR

1

CONCLUSION

+-
7

Contraints

Cook’outdoor can have bad repercussion on the cleanliness 

of the area of the inhabitants do not cooperate.

Benefits
The concept encourages interactions and social connections in the neighbourhood 

and provide comfortable and friendly living environments. It is encouraging 

inhabitants to take the control of the space.

COMMON SPACE

Resources
Material resources
+ Equipment
+ Upcycled materials
+ Space
+ Public lights

Human resources
+ Industrialists & suppliers
+ Urban planners & designers
+ Civil servants

FUNDING SUPPORT
+ Associations and organisations*
+ Municipality
+ Sponsors

LOCAL COMMUNITIES
+ Children
+ Youths
+ Adults

MEDIA Visibility

Investments

Participation

Design, maintenance

Collect upcycled materials 
and furnitures

Comfort
Good quality of life
Security
Interactions
Social connections

More dialogue
leads to a better 
comprehension and 
empathy for others.

* Ensample of organisations which can help on the elaboration of public 
space:

+ UNhabitat

SOCIETY

Organsation
Staff

SYSTEM6

In Delhi and in most of the megalopolis, occasions to meet and interact with 
its neighbours are rare due to our hypermobility. Studies reveal a decrease 
of connection social, and therewith a decrease of trust and happiness, in 
neighbourhoods dependant to cars. These occasions are limited to the 
moment where we are walking to our vehicles, religious festivals for people 
who want to celebrate it and market’s places.

During my phase 1, I had the occasion to make a survey and to discuss with 
Delhi’s inhabitants. When I asked where they go when they want to meet 
their friends or their family, most of them answered their home because of the 
comfort, the calm and to avoid the crowd of public spaces. Furthermore, their 
flats are sometimes too small to receive all members of a family or friends.

With “Cook’outdoor”, I would like to work on the pedestrian experience to 
create more opportunities to meet and interact with neighbours through “secret 
pedestrian ways”. My intent is also to provide comfort in shared spaces to 
foster a community spirit and conviviality. To that, I have tried to understand 
what makes home so special and comfortable to bring a little of this comfort 
in common spaces.

INTENT2

 “The most important psychological effect of the city is the way 
in which it moderates our relationships with other people”
- Happy city, Charles Montgomery

WHY ORGANIZE COMMON SPACE AROUND FOOD?

I thought about what makes home so much comfortable. I realized that 
besides as offering safety, being a place of trust where it is completely allowed 
to be oneself; home is also characterized by moments shared around a good 
meal and the smell of our mum who cooks our favourite plat. Nothing is more 
convivial than gathering around the table to enjoy a meal. So, I decide to 
foster inhabitants to bring their food in common spaces and cook it. The aim 
is to encourage users to share a meal with its neighbours.

3

FUNCTIONALITIES4

SKETCHES & INSPIRATIONS5

+ Design comfortable living environments
+ Develop common places around tables and 
outdoor kitchens
+ Offer infrastructures in passageway to sit 
and discuss

+ Provide infrastructures to practice collective 
sports and to play

MEETING PLACES

CHILDREN’S SPACE

+ Work on the pedestrian experience 
and the bicycle paths
+ Limited the utilisation of the cars to 
bring security

+ Work on a graphic campaign to 
explain to inhabitants, they have to 
let these spaces clean and uncluttered 
with objects
+ Provide public bins

Traboule are a famous type 
of secret passageways from 
Lyon, France. They allow the 

passage from one building 
to another while avoiding 

streets and road.

Find a way to 
encourage the 
inhabitants to let 
the place clean

Barbecue Table and 
benchies

Roof

Bin

MOOV + benedetta maxia - kitchain

Passageways
  Only for pedestrians
Infrastructures
Road
Housing

STREETS

AWARNESS

The concept : Cook’outdoor

Comfort

Convivial 
atmosphere

Walkable

Encourage 
meetings

STREETS AWARNESS

MEETING PLACES

+ Equipments

1 2

3

Public grill

Pitsmoor Adventure 
Playground

USE 
BINS AS 

SUPPORT 
FOR 

AWARNESS


